IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE

IXL for Instruction: Video Tutorials
STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
IXL video tutorials provide instructional math support for 6-8th grade skills and foster
independent learning. Here’s how you can incorporate them into each lesson!
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Plan your lesson

Deliver your lesson

Check for understanding

Find an IXL math skill to
support your objective

Use IXL video tutorials to
frame your instruction

Get deep insight into student
comprehension with IXL
Analytics

1.

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT HOW IXL’S INSTRUCTIONAL
VIDEOS POWER INDEPENDENT LEARNING.

Plan your lesson
Find the IXL skill that matches your objective
Review your lesson plan and search for a math skill that supports your instruction. You can find these
skills by scanning the Grades pages, or by using your IXL skill plan.
Grades View:
Get easy access to all skills for
your grade level.

Skill Plans:
Check out ready-made IXL skill
plans for skills that perfectly
match your textbook or
standards.
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2.

Deliver your lesson

Whole class instruction
Use IXL video tutorials as an
introduction to your daily lesson,
or as a bite-sized review of select
math skills at the end of a unit.

Individual or small group work
If students get stuck while working
in small groups or need a refresher
when working independently on
a skill, they can self-remediate by
watching the video tutorial. This
way, they can reinforce what they’ve
learned from the day’s lesson and
move forward with confidence.

Assign homework
Assign IXL math skills by clicking the star next to the skill. Students can access the tutorials and
continue independent learning at home, while parents can rely on IXL videos as an additional
resource for supporting their child.
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3.

Check for understanding
Skills Practiced
See the exact skills your students are
working on and how well they’re doing
in each skill. Use the Skills Practiced
report to quickly assess which skills may
need to be reviewed, and customize the
report’s date range to see progress at
any time.

Trouble Spots
Use the Trouble Spots report to identify
students that may be struggling with
the lesson. The groupings provided can
help you target and reteach learners in
follow-up lessons.

Explore IXL’s video tutorials at https://www.ixl.com/math/

